
What is the meaning of the gospel to me? How do these verses inform my understanding?

What has been my understanding of law and grace?

Growing up, was my life impacted more by law or grace? In what ways?

The gospel of grace in Christ Jesus is the central message of scripture, the “main thing.” When

have I confused the “main thing” with something else?

In what ways am I keeping the “main thing” central in my life, or losing sight of it?

What examples of arguments over secondary issues or lifestyle issues have I experienced in the

church?

Paul insists that there is only one gospel. He says don’t desert it or distort it, but rather discern it

and defend it. When have I deserted or distorted the gospel, and how do/did I correct that? 

When have I ever had to fight for the gospel? If not, would I be willing to defend it?

Read Galatians 1:1-10

After completing his first missionary trip, planting churches throughout Galatia (modern day

Turkey), the apostle Paul got news that false teachers had followed behind him perverting the

gospel. Certain people came down from Judea to Antioch and were teaching the believers: “Unless

you are circumcised, according to the custom taught by Moses, you cannot be saved” (Acts 15:1).

These false teachers were known as “Judaizers.” They accepted that Christ was the Messiah, but they

insisted that new converts must also obey the law of Moses with all its regulations in order to be

saved. They were false teachers because they were distorting the gospel. They were preaching a

gospel of “Jesus – plus something.” This is the problem that occasioned the book of Galatians.

Hearing that the new converts throughout the region of Galatia were becoming confused and

slipping into legalistic bondage, Paul was moved by the Holy Spirit to write a letter filled with

passion – A Liberation Letter. This earlier Christian controversy was not a gentle one. Acts 15:2 speaks

of: “sharp dispute and debate.”  

The apostle Paul makes it clear that there is only one gospel, it is of first importance, and it is worth

fighting for! Many, many things are not worth fighting for, but the gospel is. The gospel is the main

thing upon which the Church is built, and if the gospel is altered, distorted, or changed, the

foundation is knocked out from under the church and the whole thing collapses into a meaningless

system of ritual and bondage.
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What boundary markers have I experienced that kept me inside or outside of a group?

When have I imposed boundary markers on myself or others? Have they been biblical or

cultural, liberating or resulting in bondage?

When have I been led to confront hypocrisy or been confronted myself? When have I been afraid

to confront?

Have I struggled with old tapes playing in my head that try to rob me of freedom in Christ?

When have I been tempted to act contrary to the way I really believe in order to preserve my

reputation or fit in?

What does the phrase “not in line with the truth of the gospel” mean to me?

When did I first realize that I could be accepted by God in spite of my past, present, or future

accomplishments of failures? Do I struggle believing it?

What does it mean to me to be accepted and pardoned by his “sheer grace” independent of any

works or merit on my own?

What does “justification” mean to me?

What is the difference between “saved by faith” and “saved by grace, through faith”?

When have I wrestled with the idea that emphasizing grace might lead people to think that

they can live any way they please?

How does grace become a more powerful motivator than law in the life of a believer?

Read Galatians 2:11-14

As you read Galatians you will notice an emphasis on the outward, defining boundary markers.

Issues that were not only theological but also cultural for the Jews – especially circumcision, food

laws, and holy days. All of these were important issues to the Jews because they separated them

from the rest of the world and defined who was in the community.

At first glance things like circumcision, food laws and holy days seem to have nothing to do with

the issues we face, but the book of Galatians is extremely relevant to us today because the

fundamental issue was a gospel of Jesus only versus a gospel of Jesus-plus-something. That

continues to be a debate in every generation even though the “plus-something” issues may change.  

Read Galatians 2:14-21
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